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Insurers are facing unprecedented challenges in building and retaining business.
Changes in the market and shifts in customer behavior require companies to
reassess their own procedures to build and retain business.

Optimizing core operations is key to remaining competitive in today’s marketplace.
That way, insurers can provide products and policy services tailored to specific
customer groups and distribution channels.
The insurance industry is changing. There are
new and significant challenges, such as changing
customer behavior, demographic shifts, mergers
and acquisitions, regulatory requirements, and
advances in technology.

But when insurers are forced to expand system
landscapes, they end up with decentralized
systems that don’t account for different products
or multiple policy administration solutions. That
can result in high maintenance costs.

Current policy administration solutions lack the
agility that insurers need to respond quickly to
changing demands.

Plus, insurers that want to make the right offers
to their customers may be sidetracked by
challenging integration issues and lack of
process automation.

Customers want products tailored specifically to
them in their unique phases of life. Insurers need
to be able to target groups through multiple
distribution channels – and to offer products that
can be adjusted based on individual needs.

To stay competitive, insurers must respond
quickly to customer demands. Lack of
configuration functionality and outdated
technology can lead to inefficient policy
administration.
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Streamlining Policy Administration
Customer Demands
Streamlined Processing

Operational Efficiency

Insurers that utilize systems to help them optimize core operations have a distinct
advantage. That is, they are able to bring insurance products and policy services to
market faster than those companies still operating on decentralized systems.
Streamlining policy administration means that insurers can build a competitive edge
in the market.

SAP Innovations

Fast, targeted responses to different consumer
groups are critical to being competitive in
today’s marketplace. To achieve that, insurers
need to have flexible product offerings that are
structured on modular principles and reusable
components.

Best-Run Insurance

Technology innovations can transform an
insurer’s business. Modern solution architecture, combined with the right integration
functions, means that insurers can provide
policy services through multiple distribution
channels as an automated, straight-through
process.

How can a company realize such efficiency?
Through the use of a centralized product
repository with the right functionality for
designing, testing, and managing insurance
products.
A standardized but configurable environment
does away with the need to have several policy
administration solutions for different insurance
classes.
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SAP offers solutions for product and policy
lifecycle that empower insurance companies
to streamline policy administration. That way,
insurers can offer the right products and policy
services at the right time, while reducing
operation costs.
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Increase Efficiency of Operation
Customer Demands
Streamlined Processing

Operational Efficiency
SAP Innovations

Best-run companies optimize core operations to achieve integration of central
product development and streamlined policy administration.
SAP software supports consolidated management of insurance products across the
complete lifecycle. That means products that address changing demands get to
market faster.
When combined with straight-through processing across the lifecycle of insurance
contracts, the SAP Policy Management application helps companies achieve:
 A stronger competitive position by providing tailored insurance products

 Improved time to market with reusable sample products and components
 Increased efficiency through one solution on a central platform across lines of insurance

 Greater competitive advantage with highly configurable software functionality
 Lower operational costs by using integrated, straight-through processing
 Improved services by supporting automated policy administration, including handling change
requests and providing policy details
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SAP Innovations
Customer Demands
Streamlined Processing

Operational Efficiency
SAP Innovations

SAP offers solutions for product and policy lifecycle that help insurers respond with
agility in today’s ever-changing marketplace. Using the latest technology
innovations helps companies react quickly to shifting market requirements and
customer behavior. Insurers can get fast insight into data analysis and processes.
They can investigate important details, access flexible deployment options, and
efficiently manage policy administration.
Database and technology solutions powered
by the SAP HANA platform help insurers
optimize their core operations by enabling them
to handle huge volumes of data in real time and
across any level of detail.
Analytics solutions provide transparency about
policy administration and insurance contract
details. Insurers can define key metrics, design
reports, explore data, and visualize results in
real time to assist in planning and decision
making.
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Mobile solutions allow access to customer and
policy details anywhere and anytime. Insurance
agents are empowered with up-to-date
information to better serve customers and to
cross-sell insurance products to help grow the
business.
Cloud-based solutions can be deployed to
provide policy services through different
distribution channels via brokers’ or sales
agents’ Web sites, while keeping customers
connected to the SAP software solution. Cloud
solutions also support complete end-to-end
processing from the first contact with each
customer to deliver policy information that is
always up-to-date.
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Boost Operational Efficiency
Solution Overview
Product Development

Policy Processing
Core Insurance Operations
Why SAP?

Product Development
Deliver products and services to market faster with a centralized product repository
and a rating engine that features a design and test environment.

Policy Processing
Improve customer satisfaction by using a single platform to access automated and
background-enabled policy services across classes of insurance.
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Product Development

Policy Processing

Policy Processing
Core Insurance Operations
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Product Development
Capabilities
Benefits
SAP Innovations

14%
Shorter time to market for new
products and services in
organizations that institute
formal lifecycle management
processes
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking

SAP offers solutions for product
development that help insurance
companies efficiently adapt their
product portfolios to current customer
demands. That means insurers can
offer their new and existing customers
the right products at the right time.

Product lifecycle software provides insurers
with building blocks they can use to create
products to meet customers’ specific demands.
These products can be modified as clients’
needs evolve.

elements that can be rearranged easily. This
software also supports a single point of
maintenance for all insurance products,
allowing fast access to product information for
all operative systems.

The central design process supports building
modular product components such as
calculation methods, tables, and product rules.

These features help insurers not only meet
changing customer demands but also explore
new distribution channels and strengthen
competitiveness.

Product management software provides the
functionality to build new or modified products
based on reusable sample products or
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Centralized Product Design
Solution Overview

Product Development
Capabilities
Benefits
SAP Innovations

It is essential that insurance products are
designed and configured centrally so that
insurers can reduce costs and save time.
Utilizing modular, reusable components, such
as calculation methods, tables, and product
rules, enables insurers to quickly create
products in a cost-efficient way.
SAP software employs a design process that is
supported with predefined sample content,
such as standardized ISO product structure in
the U.S. insurance market.

50%
Decrease in PLM headcount
costs when companies
manage and centralize
product information
throughout the product
development process

Both “flavors” of this solution support reuse and
inheritance as major construction principles
when creating new products. A sophisticated
testing environment helps ensure high quality
standards to simulate possible contract
situations before launching a new or changed
insurance product. That way, companies can
ensure operations will be effective before
deploying products in other operative systems
and solutions.

This solution is equally useful for companies
doing business in other regions as well
because the software comes in two versions:
one with a focus on the U.S. insurance market
and one that focuses on regions that don’t
require adherence to U.S. requirements.

Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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Efficiently Manage Product Portfolios
Solution Overview

Product Development
Capabilities
Benefits
SAP Innovations

33%
Decrease in costs for external
services as percent of
revenue when data and
processes are managed in an
integrated environment
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking

Placing the right products in front of the
right people at the right time is key to
success in today’s insurance market.
Companies that want to gain a
competitive advantage must efficiently
leverage their portfolios to meet
customers’ needs.

SAP software enables insurers to efficiently
manage their product portfolios by supporting
integrative processes for product development
and maintenance. A centralized repository,
combined with powerful tools, makes it easy for
insurers to keep control of product portfolios.
Modular construction, reuse, and inheritance
allow precise construction of products.

product development reduces costs by allowing
insurers to reuse predefined sample content, as
well as preconstructed components and
inheritance mechanisms.
SAP software helps ensure that products will
meet required quality standards by evaluating
each new offering with built-in test tools.
A centralized deployment tool allows the reuse
of product portfolio information that resides in
other operative systems, such as policy
administration and claims management.

These capabilities allow insurers to drive
product development more quickly and to react
to market requirements in real time. Efficient
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Innovations for Product Development
Solution Overview

Product Development
Capabilities
Benefits
SAP Innovations

67%
Lower product lifecycle
management costs when
organizations manage and
centralize information for the
entire development process
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking

Product development solutions
available from SAP do two key things
for insurers. First, they provide insurers
with the innovative tools they need to
get new products to market faster.
Second, they increase overall efficiency
in managing entire portfolios of
insurance products.

Open Architecture
The deployment elements of SAP product
development solutions support the use of
product information in any operative solution
component by providing product information in
a predefined data format. This allows the
product management solution to be integrated
with multiple systems without having to copy
product data.

Central Repository
The whole insurance product portfolio is
organized and managed in a central repository.
This enables efficient product management that
is free of redundancies.
Reuse and Inheritance
The definition and reuse of product
components, in combination with inheritance
mechanisms, leads to clear construction
designs at lower costs for building new
insurance products.
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Policy Processing
Solution Overview

Policy Processing
Capabilities
Benefits
SAP Innovations

SAP solutions empower insurers with
the agility they need to respond quickly
to changing customer and market
demands. How is this achieved? By
providing highly automated, end-to-end
support for policy administration and
processing across the complete
lifecycle of insurance contracts.

SAP software provides insurers with a solid
foundation for creating and servicing policies,
while also empowering them to customize
policy processing as needed. This foundation
is supported by an open architecture with
comprehensive configuration functionality and
flexible business rules. In addition, the software
supports a high degree of process automation,
enabling insurers to streamline policy administration and to respond quickly to changing
markets and customer demands.

Standardized, configurable processes are
background enabled, allowing users to interact
with various interfaces, such as Web pages,
broker portals, and self-service options, while
still accessing the SAP software solution.
Insurers realize higher service levels and
increased operating efficiency by using one
single platform for all lines of business, and by
having access to several preconfigured policy
templates.
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Optimize Policy Administration
Solution Overview

Policy Processing
Capabilities
Benefits
SAP Innovations

SAP solutions feature key functionality for
underwriting, including rule-based application
checks, amendment options, risk assessment
and policy issuing.
Change services give insurers flexibility to
modify past transactions. For example,
retroactive changes can be implemented
automatically by rolling back and reversing or
redoing transactions. The software has similar
functionality for future changes, allowing
postdating in cases of incomplete data for
calculations.
Date-based processing activities can be
performed as regularly scheduled or ad hoc
updates. Scheduled updates, such as
expiration or premium collection for the next
period, can automatically trigger follow-on
solutions and systems to support a complete
end-to-end process.

The software also enables complete traceability
of different policy versions through available
history and journal management. Insurers can
scroll through the journal to view a comparison
list and assess any changes made to an
insurance contract over time.

In addition, insurers can view policy information
through the theme or overview of their choice.
That allows deep insights into the policy history
and the customer, so insurers can respond and
react quickly to customers’ requests.
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SAP Policy Management provides
automated policy services and flexible
configuration functionality to help
insurers individualize processes
according to requests. This kind of
functionality enables insurance
companies to improve satisfaction with
a focused response to customers’
needs, while also reducing costs.
SAP solutions enable fully automated management of insurance contracts throughout policy
lifecycles, as well as application processing with
no-touch policy issuance.

The solution provides comprehensive data
analysis functionality and activity detail reports to
help insurers make informed business decisions.
Providing policy services for multiple lines of
insurance on a single platform means that
insurers can operate more efficiently while
decreasing operational costs.

Streamlined change services are possible by
accessing different user interfaces that are
background enabled with SAP software.
Preconfigured interfaces, supported by strong
integration functionality, streamline policy processing. These interfaces enable insurers to tailor
service offerings for different channels and target
groups.

Insurers gain a competitive position by taking
advantage of a highly preconfigured and
adaptable solution that supports automated,
straight-through processing.
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Innovations for Policy Processing
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Policy Processing
Capabilities
Benefits
SAP Innovations

40%
Productivity increase when
employees are provided
mobile access to information
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking

SAP software helps insurers perform two
critical functions to remain competitive.
First, it enables companies to provide
customers with policy services across
multiple channels. Second, it helps
insurers achieve transparency about
business operations to help in future
planning and decision making.

Analytics
Role-based analytics supports the complete
policy lifecycle. That enables insurers to gain
insight into applications and insurance contracts.
By selecting specific characteristics and carrying out activity-based analyses, insurers can
improve decision making throughout the entire
policy lifecycle.

Mobile
A mobile app for policyholder lookup enables
insurance sales agents to access policy and
claim details anytime, anywhere. In addition,
agents can drill down to specific levels of detail,
such as premium payments and coverage
claim payments. Reviewing customers’ coverage allows agents to make relevant offers for
new products.
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Core Insurance Operations Value Map
Solution Overview
Product Development

Policy Processing

Product and
Policy Lifecycle

Product
Development

Policy Processing

Claims
Lifecycle

Claim Notification

Fraud Detection and
Investigation

Reinsurance
Lifecycle

Reinsurance Single
Risk Processing

Reinsurance Treaty
Processing

Billing and
Payments

Billing and
Collections

Disbursements

Core Insurance Operations
Why SAP?

Claim Processing

Insurance Broker
Billing

Collections and
Disbursements for
Reinsurance

SAP solutions address core
insurance operations.
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Why SAP?
Solution Overview
Product Development

SAP Policy Management enables insurance companies to offer innovative products
and policy services to the right customers at the right times. In addition, insurers
can realize reduced costs through automating and streamlining core insurance
operations.

Policy Processing
Core Insurance Operations
Why SAP?

Centralized Product Development
Use provided sample products and components, combined with a structured design process, to
build customer-tailored insurance products for delivery across multiple sales channels.
Optimized Support for End-to-End Core Operations
Automate and streamline policy administration by using standardized processes with
comprehensive configuration and enhancement functionality.

Innovative Platform
Offer policy services across all lines of business by using a solution that has strong integration
functionality and innovative technologies on a single platform.
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Find Out More About How Your Organization Can
Become Best-Run
Benchmark Your Performance
Position your organization for dominance in this new economy with the business performance
benchmarking program from SAP – available free to SAP customers and select prospects.
The SAP benchmarking program has helped more than 3,000 organizations assess their
strengths, uncover areas for improvement, and identify best practices and IT strategies that
generate clear, tangible value – not someday, but today.
Visit valuemanagement.sap.com >>

Go Live in Weeks
Here’s the fastest way to run your business better: our rapid-deployment solutions. In one
package, you get everything you need to be up and running quickly – including preconfigured
software and implementation services – in just weeks. With a defined scope and predictable
costs, there are no surprises.
Visit sap.com/solutions/rds >>

Join Your Community of Practices
Every day, SAP Community Network (SCN) changes the way that thousands of SAP users work.
It lets members help one another solve problems, learn, and invent new ways to get things
done – faster. Find out how to connect with people, content, and resources.
Visit scn.sap.com >>
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www.sap.com/industries/insurance
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http://twitter.com/sapforinsurance
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